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BEL1D has been newly introduced to the community as a viable algorithm for the stochastic
interpretation of geophysical data in the form of 1D geological models. It relies on a simplified
version of the Bayesian problem in reduced space called Bayesian Evidential Learning. However,
the method is closer to machine learning than classical McMC approaches since it can be
separated into a learning process followed by a prediction part. The learning phase consists in
constituting statistical relationships between models parameters and geophysical data from a
training set of numerical models. The prediction phase then samples the previous relationships
according to field data. Compared to other stochastic methods such as McMC, BEL1D as key
advantages: 1) it converges easily as long as the prior is consistent with the unique input
parameter being the size of the training set, 2) every model in the posterior is drawn
independently, making it easy to trace back their origin, 3) the CPU times are similar to McMC, but
the method can be fully parallelized and the learning process can be done before data acquisition,
leading to quasi instantaneous prediction of the posterior. BEL1D already has led to successful
applications on surface nuclear magnetic resonance data as well as dispersion curves from surface
waves analysis. Nonetheless, the method is not limited to those two examples and can be
implemented for any 1D geophysical method as long as a forward model is provided. Currently,
the method is implemented for blocky imaging but will be extended to non-blocky models in the
future. The open-source codes are readily available.
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